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Abstract--- Image mining is the process of mining image from a large database (i.e.), it is similar to data mining.
While gathering images, it handles knowledge hidden data and additional patterns are extracted. All significant
patterns are generated without any prior information about the mining. A high level semantic feature is also proposed
for image retrieval. By extracting different characteristics and it is converted in high level feature using production of
fuzzy rules.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The process of searching and discovering valuable information and knowledge from large volumes of data is image
mining. Fig 1 depicts the image mining process.

Fig 1. General image mining process
Two different approaches are used in image mining. One is to extract image from a huge database and other one is to
extract a group of alphanumeric data and collection of images. In image processing feature extraction plays a vital role
and it is a form of dimensionality reduction.
When the input entered is too large, it is transformed into lower representation of feature sets. Amount of resources are
simplified, which helps in describing a large set of data in feature extraction. Image retrieval is done with help of several
features. It includes shape, colour, and texture. Colour features are represented by pixel colours and histogram values
based on the intensity. Shapes are represented by circularity and area measurements. The most used texture features are
Gabor filters and texture measurements are based on the difference in histogram and run length features.
II.
IMAGE MINING TECHNIQUES
To mine data from image information, it follows certain frameworks:
A.) Object Recognition
Object recognition plays a major role in image mining. Assigning a label to a region in recognition is represented to
object detection and that label corresponds to a model containing lot of interesting objects. It is also called as supervised
labelling problem, which is based on the model of known objects. Each object recognition system consist of a model
database, which contains system known models
B.) Image Retrieval
Images are retrieved based on the requirement specification. It is categorized into three levels.
a.) Image level 1 comprises retrieval with help of primitive features.
b.) Image level 2 comprises retrieval with help of logical features.
c.) Image level 3 comprises retrieval with help of attributes.
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C.) Image Indexing
Image retrieval is supported with help of indexing, while focussing at various levels of information needs. For example if
you are searching for an image in a large database, its feature vectors are based on high dimension and the complexity
value for searching the image will be high.
In indexing two approaches are used: dimensionality reduction and high dimensional data indexing. Reduction is
performed with help of algorithm and clustering. Indexing is performed with help of trees.
D.) Image classification and clustering
Image classification is based on supervised classification, where the images are available collectively and hence the
labelled images are used for machine learning.
Clustering is based on unsupervised classification. Clustering is done with help of feature attributes.
E.) Association Rule Mining
An implication of the form X→Y is to depict association rule mining, where X refers an antecedent value and Y refers a
consequent rule. Rule mining is based on two consecutive steps:
1.) In first find the largest item sets to meet the minimum constraints
2.) In second step, it generates rules from all the largest data sets that satisfy the minimum constraints.
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction plays a vital role in object detection ant it uses genetic algorithm. Good set of features are selected
with help of this algorithm and to lead low error rates. The mechanism of feature extraction is done by converting low
level features into high level semantics with help of fuzzy rules.
Irrelevant features are detected and removed with help of genetic algorithms. While mining an image from a database,
first the image is pre-processed to convert the quality from low to high. Then the image is forwarded to various
transformations. And then important features are extracted from the image with help of feature extraction.
A.) Colour Characteristics
In image mining, effective evaluation and performance parameters are based on the content requirement of the user. The
colour image is first segmented to extract its features. First the RGB image is converted into an image format with an
extended chromaticity (i.e. l*u*v) based on its luminance, redness-greenness, blueness-yellowness. Here twelve colours
are used. They are blue, green, red, orange, purple, yellow and other six colours are made from the combination of the
mentioned six colours. Different characteristics are obtained with help of luminance and saturation level. Based on the
characteristic every colour is transformed into its reference colour. After this step the segmented image is retains its
original image with help of k-means algorithm. After retaining each segment is considered as N region to define its
chromaticity space.
B.) Texture Characteristics
Image mining is generally based on the texture and colour histogram. To define the texture characteristics filters are used
in the image. Energy value is calculated for each block in the image and the value is defined by different combination of
frequencies and different orientations. Then for each block average magnitude value is computed to define its texture
feature.
C.) Shape Characteristics
The shape of a particular image is determined by its pattern and shape of object. It is based on the primitive image
descriptors. The primitive descriptors are colour, texture and shape. Characteristics are defined with help of content
based image retrieval system.
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Fig 2. Content Based Image Retrieval System
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First the image is partitioned into block of equal size. The features that are drawn from the histograms between RGB
colour space, serve as the local information for the colour and texture feature. Different details of the same image are
captured from the resolution and layouts. Information regarding shape of the image is captured from the edge images.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this proposed system, the process of retrieving the high level image semantics is used to make results efficient.
Statistical characteristics can also be obtained from retrieval of certain properties of an image.
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